toolboxes
When only the best is good enough

ToolBag Pro
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Open ToolBox

raaco toolboxes
... when only the best is good enough
raaco’s toolboxes make it easy to maintain order over your tools in your daily work.
The wide selection allows you to create exactly the solution you need – for today,
tomorrow and beyond.
The range includes both open and closed toolboxes.
With the Compact series you can choose between toolboxes in various sizes and
models, while with the Tool Taco series, you first choose your toolbox and then
adapt it using the desired accessories.
ToolBag Pro is an open toolbox with a large number of pockets – both inside and
outside. It is made from polyester.
Open ToolBox is a simple but functional toolbox, which especially is suitable for a
small assortment of tools.

Compact

Tool Taco
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Tool Taco
raaco’s Tool Taco system is designed for those who will not settle for next best. The traditional
toolbox has been transformed into a well-thought-out system with great flexibility and a sporty
design that will give you years of good service.

One system – endless possibilities
Good craftsmen deserve the best – and you get that with the Tool Taco System. The system gives
you the freedom to customise your own toolbox and modify it as necessary. This makes the Taco Tool
System your indispensable companion in your daily work.
First choose the size of your Tool Taco, then equip it with the desired accessories. The range includes
pockets, holders and boxes that make it easy to keep track of tools and small parts.
You can also use the Tool Fix tool holder as a space organiser, to create order and clarity in your Tool
Taco toolbox. Simply fit the accessory with clips or Velcro, and you’re ready to go.

Two pouches in one available.
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Proof of robust and
functional design

Large handle for
easy carrying

Unique efficient holder for tools of
any shape or size (max. Ø30 mm)

Large opening for easy
access to contents

4 large & robust
hooks for mounting of
shoulder strap, gloves,
mask etc.

Strong magnets to
hold cover in place

Rubber Band for holding gloves,
mask, knee protectors ect.
Lightweight hard shell construction
- robust material (polyester & high grade PP plastic)
- water resistant)

Strong Velcro for mounting the Tool Fix
inside of Tool Taco or Open Pouch.
Pouch with strong clips for easy mounting
on Tool Taco.

Patented Tool Fix system to hold the tools
in place.

Ergonomically designed
shoulder strap

Tool Fix can be used as a divider for Tool
Taco XL.
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Compact
The Compact series consists of seven different ergonomic toolboxes in compact lightweight quality.
Despite its light weight the Compact is extremely robust, as it is made of the plastic material polypropylene, which is resistant to wear, frost and most chemicals

Compact design with great functionality
Thanks to its functional and compact design, the Compact is easy to handle and take with you anywhere.
The spacious box is equipped with a split lid that opens, closes and locks by means of a long transverse
handle and an internal locking mechanism. The intelligent design ensures that the lid lies flat along the
sides when the Compact is opened, thereby taking up minimal space. This means that the Compact can
be used wherever space is tight.
When the Compact is closed, the handle folds down and is completely integrated into the practical
recesses in the lid, thereby locking the toolbox and ensuring that it easily be stacked or used as a footstool. The handle also locks when it is raised vertically, allowing the toolbox to be safely transported.
Finally, the long, ergonomic handle allows you to counterbalance the Compact in the case of uneven
weight distribution.
Inside, the Compact is equipped with a removable tray with permanent partitions and removable inserts
that make it easy to set up varying storage solutions for small items and accessories.
The Compact 27, 47 and 62 also have practical drawers built into the bottom which can be flexibly
arranged using raaco inserts, for the storage of small parts.

Practical drawer
which can be subdivided using raaco inserts.
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Removable tray with handle.

The tray can be subdivided
by raaco inserts

Removable tray with permanent
partitions and removable inserts

ID
PRISEN
1994

The long rounded carrying handle
ensures proper balance at all times

Extra carrying handle at
each end – an ergonomic
solution

The lid can be opened right up
making the content fully visible

A unique locking system
integrated in the handle

Compact is resistant to
most acids and chemicals

A unique locking system ensures that the
toolbox won´t suddenly open.

The strong handle ensures high carrying
capacity.

Practical drawer for small items

Compact is to strong that it can be used
as a stool.
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ToolBag Pro
The ToolBag Pro series consists of 3 tool bags in different sizes. The large number of pockets
allows you to store your tools and accessories in a structured way.

Professional tool bag with a large number of pockets
raaco ToolBag Pro is ideal for the professional user, being extremely wear-resistant and capacious.
The design includes unique features for storage of a wide selection of tools and accessories.
raaco ToolBag Pro is made from the strong 600D polyester, which is resistant to most chemicals
among others.
The 3 tool bags are all reinforced with a metal frame for stability, and the long hard plastic feet at
the bottom protect the toolbag against wet surfaces. The bottoms of the pockets are reinforced in
order to withstand the weight of tools and sharp objects.
ToolBag Pro includes a removable shoulder strap. The strap is adjustable in length and is ergonomically designed. The strap hangs securely on the shoulder and reduces the strain on the shoulder
from heavy weight.
New improved version!

The solid handle is mounted to the end
walls ensuring a high carrying capacity.
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The large number of pockets allows you
to store your tools and accessories in a
structured way

Solid handle with rubber grip

Removable carrying strap
The handle can be tilted
to side for easy access
to contents

Holder for tape roll

Metal frame
for stability
Holder for measuring
tape

Ergonomically designed padded
shoulder strap

The handle can be tilted to side for easy
access to contents.

Large number of outside pockets
for tools and accessories

24” ToolBag Pro comes with an additional
large number of pockets for small tools
and accessories.

Long hard plastic feet at the
bottom protect the toolbag
against wet surfaces

The pockets are reinforced in order to
withstand the weight of tools and sharp
objects.
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Open ToolBox
Open ToolBox is a good and functional toolbox that
will get you efficiently through your working day.

Overview
Sturdy toolbox fashioned in high-impact plastic.
The toolbox is ideal for storage and transport of a small assortment of tools and accessories.
The box consists of one large open compartment and two small but deep compartments and
drawer for small items and accessories.

The long handle ensures high carrying capacity

Large open main compartment

2 small deep
compartments

Light weight material

Made of high-impact
plastic

Large opening for easy
access to contents

Integrated feet on the bottom protects
the surface from scratches

Drawer for small items and
accessories

Drawer with compartments.
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Tool Taco
Item no.

Description

Size, HxWxD mm

Weight, kg

Colour

136006

Tool Taco L - 20“

256 x 504 x 234

3,24

raaco blue

136013

Tool Taco XL - 24“

311 x 616 x 278

4,19

raaco blue

141604

Tool Taco Premium L - 20”

256 x 504 x 234

4,30

raaco blue

141611

Tool Taco Premium XL - 24”

311 x 616 x 278

4,90

raaco blue

136020

1/4 Tool Fix

150 x 118 x 40

0,14

raaco blue

136037

1/2 Tool Fix

150 x 238 x 40

0,30

raaco blue

771009

1/4 Open Pouch

155 x 145 x 55

0,14

raaco blue

771016

1/2 Open Pouch

155 x 255 x 55

0,25

raaco blue

138277

Boxxser 55 4x4-9

55 x 241 x 225

0.62

raaco blue

771023

1/4 Pouch w. Cover

160 x 150 x 65

0,19

raaco blue

771030

1/2 Pouch w. Cover

160 x 265 x 65

0,33

raaco blue

771047

Sav holder

155 x 570 x 25

0,35

raaco blue

771054

Universal holder

90 x 280 x 10

0,15

raaco blue

771061

Cover L

535 x 495 x 5

1,07

raaco blue

771078

Cover XL

695 x 615 x 5

1,54

raaco blue

Weight, kg

Colour

Compact
Item no.

Description

Size, HxWxD mm

136563

Compact 15

170 x 426 x 215

1,49

raaco blue

136570

Compact 20

190 x 474 x 239

1,85

raaco blue

136587

Compact 27

248 x 474 x 239

2,58

raaco blue

136594

Compact 37

230 x 540 x 296

3,69

raaco blue

136600

Compact 47

292 x 540 x 296

4,65

raaco blue

136617

Compact 50

260 x 621 x 311

4,62

raaco blue

136624

Compact 62

322 x 621 x 311

7,14

raaco blue

114059

Strap for Compact 37, 47, 50 and 62

113656

Wheels for Compact 37, 47, 50 and 62

–
Ø50

0,24

Black

0,69

Black

Weight, kg

Colour

2,18

raaco blue

ToolBag Pro
Item no.

Description

Size, HxWxD mm

760331

16” ToolBag Pro

264 x 419 x 206

760348

20” ToolBag Pro

285 x 508 x 233

2,50

raaco blue

760355

24” ToolBag Pro

324 x 626 x 264

3,08

raaco blue

Weight, kg

Colour

1,59

raaco blue

Open ToolBox
Item no.

Description

Size, HxWxD mm

137195

Open ToolBox

230 x 476 x 228
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raaco Great Britain Ltd.
Wenrisc House, Meadow Court • High Street • Witney • Oxon OX28 6ER
Tel: +44 (01993) 776333 • Fax: +44 ( 01993) 776444 • gbmail@raaco.com

www.raaco.com

